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THIS WHITEPAPER DESCRIBES HOW
SDAT (SDATOKENS.COM) IS GOING TO
DISRUPT AND TRANSFORM THE
BLOCKCHAIN ECOSYSTEM AND THE
CRYPTOCURRENCY MARKET THROUGH
ULTRA-FAST AND NEXT-GEN SOLUTIONS.
SDAT AIMS TO DEVELOP A VERY
EFFICIENT DECENTRALIZED EXCHANGE
AND HOLISTIC BLOCKCHAIN ECOSYSTEM.
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Executive Summary
This whitepaper describes how SDAT (SDATokens.com) is going to disrupt and transform
the blockchain ecosystem and the cryptocurrency market through ultra-fast and next-gen
solutions. SDAT aims to develop a very efficient decentralized exchange and holistic
blockchain ecosystem.

SDAT is the world’s first Ultra-High-Speed Decentralized Exchange running on SDChain, the
robust and state-of-the-art blockchain ecosystem. SDAT Decentralized Exchange has 3 key
world-pioneering features: transaction immutability, transparency, and distributed ledger
technology. These 3 features enhance transaction security for tokens traded on SDAT
Exchange, providing competitive edge and convenience to users. SDAT Exchange aims to
work with great companies to exhibit their untapped tokenized values and potential to
SDAT Members and allow both investor group and entrepreneur group to join forces in a
synergistic way in the upcoming digital economy revolution.
SDAT runs on SDChain. SDChain blockchain is the world's first public blockchain that has
truly adopted the blockchain in its true form and spirit to ensure the reliability of the
Internet of Things which has turned the IoT (Internet of Things) and the blockchain into a
decentralized ecosystem, adopting many industries at the same time to ensure an efficient,
low-cost IoT data exchange platform in order to give the data more commercial value,
according to their own individual needs.
SDAT is a membership token issued on SDAT Exchange, building an orderly private
placement guideline among members, including private placement quota allocation, due
diligence period, and many other benefits as detailed on the SDAT membership platform.
With SDAT membership, each member is grouped into their associated level with access to
roadshows to discuss with new project teams; the network also automatically utilizes the
blockchain info from each member’s SDAT tokens held, to fairly allocate private placement
quota. SDAT members will also be able to provide projects to the rest of the SDAT
membership, for due diligence and sponsorship consideration. SDAT Exchange
membership tokens fairly represent each member's privileges for pre-listing private
placement quota and due diligence period. Other strategic platform benefits are being
planned for future roll-out. The more SDAT tokens you have, the more privileges you
receive.
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A decentralized exchange is where the exchange does not rely on any third-party services
to hold and secure customers’ funds but uses peer-to-peer networks to allow users to trade
with other users. The Introduction of SDAT decentralized exchange is for the reason of
ensuring the security of users’ funds, thereby allowing them to utilize the trust that lays in
the code much like the blockchain itself.
SDAT Alliance created SDAT Decentralized Exchange, leveraging SDChain’s next-generation
blockchain technology, to achieve ultra-fast 5000 transactions per second (TPS) and
confirming transactions within 5 seconds. 30,000 beta users from 150 countries across the
world already enjoy the fastest and most user-friendly experience on SDAT Exchange,
sharing their journeys in digital economy together in SDAT community. SDAT users enjoy
the security of keeping their assets in their own SDAT DEX wallets, guarding their own
private keys.
Through the innovative and unique DIYO (Do-It-Yourself-Offering) tokenomics business
model, project teams can issue tokens on SDChain and draw on the professional experience
of SDAT institutional investor members. SDAT’s well-designed project due diligence
mechanisms ensure SDAT members get to review rewarding token utility projects and
receive fair membership rights as well as on-line private placement roadshow process.
SDAT Exchange provides the most powerful project checks for investors to ensure
members obtain high-quality investment opportunities. SDAT’s goal is to tap the market
with the deployment of the innovative, fair, and transparent solutions to satisfy the rapidly
growing demand for blockchain services and alternative investment avenues.

SDAT has a sound business model. The potential of revenue and profit from blockchain
ecosystem is immense. With the introduction of SDAT token as the cryptocurrency, SDAT
will be uniquely positioned to utilize its token in combination with our integrated
ecosystem and decentralized exchange to solve the problems hampering the blockchain
ecosystem and cryptocurrency market. The SDAT token will function as currency in SDAT's
blockchain ecosystem as well as cryptocurrency market. SDAT tokens would be used to
avail blockchain-based services.

The SDAT ICO Public Sale will start in Q3 2019 and last untill 4 rounds or until our
fundraising goal is reached. Awesome crowdsale discounts would be available during the
ICO. Out of the total supply of the 2 billion SDAT tokens, the supply in circulation for
investors would be 600 million tokens or 30% of the total tokens.
SDAT has an excellent financial plan and strategy. The SDAT team comprises of highly
experienced and qualified professionals. The management has great depth and breadth of
exposure and hands-on experience across various domains such as blockchain,
cryptocurrency, real estate, venture capital investments, technology, finance and
marketing.
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Market Overview
The blockchain and cryptocurrency market is rapidly growing in the world. There are a
number of emerging trends shaping this industry in favor of the ultra-fast and high-security
options.
The blockchain and cryptocurrency industry shows the following trends:
§
§
§
§
§
§

The global outreach of blockchain technology and cryptocurrencies
High level of volatility in the cryptocurrency prices
Slow adoption of blockchain technology by traditional industries
Lack of full understanding of blockchain and cryptocurrency among the general public
Negative trends like frauds, hacking incidents, etc.
Technological and innovative advancements

IDC has estimated global blockchain industry growth with 5-year compound CAGR of
73.2% up to 2022.
The plans for adoption of blockchain and cryptocurrency by reputed corporations have
given a fillip to the blockchain ecosystem, e.g., Facebook has announced its plans to
introduce Libra worldwide with due approvals from the public authorities. Blockchain
ecosystem has become huge at present. In the recent times, the average daily volume of
cryptocurrency transactions in the market has been hovering around 50 billion USD.
This clearly underscores the great potential of the cryptocurrency and decentralized
exchange business. An effective and efficient exchange such as SDAT Exchange can garner
a significant share of this market with state-of-the-art security, user-friendliness, and
innovative features.
SDAT has perceived a number of problems in the blockchain industry as it exists and
functions at present as well as in the cryptocurrency market. The present problems require
some innovative solutions with out-of-the-box thinking. SDAT plans to tap these market
trends and opportunities to ensure great success in its operations and future expansion.
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Problems & Challenges
The cryptocurrency market and blockchain technologies are ever evolving at an accelerated
pace. The technology has evolved with continuous innovation from the prototype
traditional exchanges to the centralized exchanges, and further to the latest decentralized
exchanges, making trading comparatively more secure and convenient. Still there are many
issues and problems that are afflicting the users and the cryptocurrency markets,
hampering the wider adoption of the cryptocurrencies and blockchain. In fact, despite the
cryptocurrency boom in recent years, there is a limited spread in the reach of the
cryptocurrency and blockchain in terms of the common masses due to complex
technicalities and time consuming processes.
A centralized exchange is the hallmark practice of the traditional financial world. The same
practice found its way in to the blockchain world, mainly due to dominance in the financial
centers and sense of familiarity among the business leaders. However, it is not much
compatible to the blockchain and cryptocurrency market, leading to inefficiencies and
difficulties. A centralized exchange basically conducts trade off-chain through a separate
private database, leading to various operational risks.
The concept of decentralization is theoretically a better alternative that effectively
overcomes the problems associated with the traditional and centralized exchanges. A
decentralized exchange essentially involves peer-to-peer trade, eliminating the need of a
third party or intermediary. This removes various risks such as hacking and counterparty
risk that afflict the centralized exchanges. A decentralized exchange offers an efficient
marketplace that facilitates conducting of a trade directly between the traders, based on a
blockchain or a distributed ledger and automated processes. This reduces a number of risks
like market price manipulation, tampering of funds, fraud, etc. However, the existing
decentralized exchanges based on incremental improvements haven't overcome all the
problems and negatives of the centralized exchange system. Traders still face a number of
difficulties or issues in conducting trades on the existing decentralized exchanges.

Decentralized exchanges with
on-chain settlement and
effective processes are currently
becoming popular as they
remove the serious shortcomings
of a centralized exchange, such
as, lack of transparency, a
requirement for trust, and being
soft targets for hacking. A
decentralized exchange doesn't
require the users or traders to
trust anyone with the control of
their valuable assets and requires
giving limited control only to onchain order requests, avoiding
counter-party risk.
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Current Shortcomings
Of Centralized Exchanges
Security
Breaking news of computer hacks on centralized exchanges occur nearly every month.
Billions of dollars have already been stolen.

Disputes Of Physical Token Assets Ownership
As users deposit funds into centralized exchanges, the physical token assets become
properties owned by centralized exchanges, with withdrawal claiming rights given to users;
if an exchange were to halt withdrawal or cease its operation, users have no way to claim
back their physical token assets.

Market Manipulation Through Fake Transactions
Already deemed as a necessary evil to provide liquidity to trading, centralized exchanges
and market makers can manipulate token pricing and volume easily.
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Shortcomings Of Other
Decentralized Exchanges
High Latency & Network Costs
Very slow to transact, due to other blockchain Mainnets’ confirmation speed and their
ability to handle their transactions per second (tps).

Low Volume & Liquidity
As trades are shown transparently, it is difficult for market makers and exchanges to create
fake transactions that are costly on-chain, so while orders are real, they reflect real trading
volume and liquidity.

User Experience
A few DEXs previously built their solutions that needed to enhance UX design more –
causing many users to shy from using DEX.

Decentralized Transactions
Among Different Blockchains Are Difficult
While not impossible to solve, unless the DEX operator has Mainnet building expertise, it is
rather hard for a DEX operator to create an integrated platform with cross-chain gateway
solution.

Industry-wide Challenges
SDAT Alliance has perceived a number of other problems in the blockchain ecosystem
for which the Alliance will attempt to solve through SDAT Exchange
• Slow adoption of the latest and emerging technologies in the blockchain ecosystem and
cryptocurrency market, particularly in the traditional brick and mortar enterprises.
• Lack of integrated and smooth transaction facilities for the cryptocurrency market
participants and institutional investors.
• Lack of cost-effective, fast, and efficient funding platform.
• The cryptocurrency market is seeing the influx of many non-serious companies and
persons launching the ICO crowdsale without a sound business model, deficient
tokenomics/token valuation, and no visible cash flows. Many speculators enter
cryptocurrency market for raising funds for unviable projects.
• Many institutional investors consider cryptocurrencies and ICO crowdsale as speculative
financial instruments.
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Solution
Integrating Business & Technology
The present problems afflicting the blockchain ecosystem and cryptocurrency market
require some innovative solutions with out-of-the-box thinking. This has spurred SDAT to
take some visionary steps to improve the blockchain ecosystem and the cryptocurrency
market to provide and receive services in a smooth, integrated, and cost-effective manner.
These problems would be addressed and resolved by SDAT with innovative solutions and
pragmatic business model.
Our integrated solution provides the following benefits to the users

Simplicity
SDAT offers a very simple interface for users who wish to trade their tokens
on the exchange. With few steps which include just creating a wallet, users
can start using the exchange for their trading activities.

Safety
SDAT Decentralized Exchange does not store your assets; your wallet does.
Users are left in control of their funds and personal data. Everyone is the
sole person in charge of their portfolio, as Satoshi Nakamoto imagined it at
the beginning by creating the Bitcoin protocol.

Openness
Transactions on SDAT are open to the public and traceable on the SDChain
Blockchain. This ensures immutability and transparency, which is the aim
of blockchain and decentralization.

Low Transaction Fee
SDAT offers almost free transaction fee on the platform, each transaction,
no matter how large, only costs 0.0001 SDA gas fee which is somewhere
about $0.0000002 per transaction, at today’s rate.

Speed
Transactions on the SDAT platform leverages SDChain’s world class
blockchain technology. All transactions are completed within roughly 3-5
seconds.
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Convenience
The users can deposit and withdraw anytime in a smooth and hassle-free
manner. They can transact in real-time with ultra-fast speed and in a highly
secure way.

Value
SDAT members jointly search, incubate and list valuable brick and mortar
DIYO (“Do-It-Yourself-Offering”) projects that have clear tokenomics and
applications.

Institutional Investor Alliance
SDAT Institutional Investor Alliance is the cornerstone of our exchange's deal
sourcing and capital sponsorship.

Shared Trading Depth
Soon to allow other exchange partners to license SDAT DEX Suite, to share
trading depth together!
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Business
Why Choose SDAT Exchange?
One Stop Service
We can guide a DIYO issuer from token issuance, tokenomics design, PR,
SDAT community promotions, private placement and ICO services,
exchange listing, implementing your own co-chain blockchain, to
developing your DApp platform. We are one of the only organizations on
this planet that can provide you with one single contact window to get all of
the work done.

Community Promotions
With a fast growing exposure base of hundreds of thousands crypto asset
enthusiasts, we get your project in front of new sponsors all over the world.

Professional Project Gallery
Our members will get to see your projects professionally presented on our
exchange with clear tokenomics models that members can easily
understand and appreciate the values of your project.

Global Media Footprint
Get your project promoted through professional media partners across Asia,
Oceania, Europe, Africa, North and Latin America.

SDAT Member Community
SDAT members are actively seeking to sponsor great projects through
private placement. We get you in front of sponsors that want you to
succeed.

Exclusive Interviews
We provide interview opportunities for you to discuss your tokenomics and
business models that highlight your key strengths and unique value
propositions.

SDAT WHITEPEPER
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Why Become
An SDAT Member?
ü SDAT Members can bring projects to rest of the Alliance, allowing co-investment on
SDAT's exclusive member-only platform.
ü SDAT builds an orderly private placement process, utilizing SDAT token as the medium to
fairly disseminate investment quota to members and allow members to have
appropriate access to roadshows and due diligence.
ü SDAT serves to guide traditional VCPE institutions and high net worth individuals into the
blockchain industry.
ü With on-chain trades, the decentralized exchange orderbook is fully transparent,
protecting investors' interests.

Technology:
How does SDA
enable SDAT’s
blockchain
technology
and
ecosystem
SDChain, based on ISO IoT SixDomain Model standards,
develops and commercializes IoT
blockchain technology. SDChain
launched SDChain Mainnet 1.0 in
August 2018, with real-world 5000
tps, 3-5 second transaction
confirmation speed, and one of
the industry’s most cost-efficient
gas fee plans for users. SDAT
Exchange runs on SDChain
Mainnet.
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SDA is the primary platform coin for the entire SDChain blockchain network, which is used
for: wallet account opening fee of 0.6 SDA, token credit of 0.2 SDA per token, and
transaction confirmation fee (gas) of 0.0001 SDA, and accordingly, SDAT Exchange’s
transaction fee. SDA's most popular commercial applications include: token issuance, CoChain staking, SDAT decentralized exchange transaction fee, Battle Camp community
staking, Supply Line crowdfunding sponsorships, and IoT device wallet activation fees and
data transaction gas fees.

Why Issue
Tokens On Sdchain (SDA)?
Fast: 3 - 5 second transaction confirmation.
Low-Cost Transaction Fee: 1 ten-thousandth SDA per transaction.
Global standard: based on globally adopted ISO IoT-Six Domain Model
Access to global airdrop marketing and project broadcast platform with SDAT- FREE
community
§ Access to integrated Supply Line crowdfunding platform
§ Fully secure token - save costs on paying $50K USD+ to certify your token’s smart
contract for exchange listing
§ Access to SDAT Members’ pre-listing Private Placement fundraising platform (Available
in Q4 2019)
§
§
§
§

Cross-Chain Gateway: SUSDT Private Placement and Payment Stablecoin
SUSDT anchors 1:1 USDT as a stablecoin, operating on SDAT Exchange for funding and
payment convenience. Users can easily trade in their SUSDT for USDT and vice versa in
SDAT’s Cross-Chain Gateway.
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Tokenomics
Due to the ever-expanding growth in demand for blockchain technologies and
cryptocurrencies, SDAT aims to cater to the market with a highly futuristic ecosystem,
powered with latest technologies. We plan SDAT ICO to fund this venture, as we will also
guide other entrepreneurs on SDAT Exchange ecosystem to do the same. SDAT tokens are
used to run the SDAT ecosystem. A portion of the minted SDAT tokens will be sold to the
SDAT community in a public sale. SDAT is a membership token issued on SDAT Exchange,
building an orderly private placement guideline among members, including private
placement quota allocation, due diligence period, and many other benefits as detailed on
the SDAT membership platform.
With SDAT membership, each member is grouped into their associated level with access to
roadshows to discuss with new project teams; the network also automatically utilizes the
blockchain info from each member’s SDAT tokens held, to fairly allocate private placement
quota. SDAT members will also be able to provide projects to the rest of the SDAT
membership, for due diligence and sponsorship consideration. SDAT Exchange
membership tokens fairly represent each member's privileges for pre-listing private
placement quota and due diligence period. Other strategic platform benefits are being
planned for future roll-out. The more SDAT tokens you have, the more privileges you
receive.

SDAT token is designed to address the needs of investors by combining the privileges
associated with digital investor membership and the token’s associated platform utility
rights. SDAT has a strong business model fostering ecosystem growth with steady and
visible future cash flows and profits, to sustain its operation for members. In the long term,
SDAT token would be further developed and adopted by partners for 3rd party developer
ecosystem utility, through our Developer Ecosystem Release in Q3 2020.

SDAT token aims to function as a convenient digital currency with limited amounts of
speculative trading due to an intrinsic value derived from its steady membership rights
exercisable on the SDAT Exchange platform and 3rd party platforms. Therefore, SDAT token
is much less likely to be subject to the same degree of price volatility which characterizes
other coins/tokens in the cryptocurrency market.
SDAT token will be sold in 4 rounds, starting with Q3 2019 as the first round, matching
quarterly platform development roadmap. We want sponsors to rest assured that we are
keeping up with development work, prior to receiving further funding for subsequent
rounds.
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Token Allocation
2 Billion SDAT Total Allocation
Community
Building 10%
ICO Round-1 3%
Alliance Token
Reserve 32%

ICO Round-2 6%

ICO Round-3 9%

ICO Round-4 12%

Employees &
Contributors 15%

Exchange Listing 1%
Legal 2%
Partnerships 10%

Token Allocation - Number of SDAT
Total Tokens

2,000,000,000

ICO Round-1

60,000,000

ICO Round-2

120,000,000

ICO Round-3

180,000,000

ICO Round-4

240,000,000

Exchange Listing

20,000,000

Community Building

200,000,000

Partnerships

200,000,000

Legal Advisors

40,000,000

Employees & Contributors

300,000,000

Reserve

640,000,000
SDAT WHITEPEPER
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Product Roadmap

2019
Q3

Clubhouse Release
SDAT Clubhouse is the private
placement module that enables
SDAT token holders to fairly receive
investment quota allocations and
due diligence period, based on SDAT
Membership Level System. The
2019Q4 Clubhouse Release will allow
DIYO project issuers to pitch private
placement projects for SDAT
members to vote, sponsor and
refer.
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2019
Q4

Foundation Release
Already released ahead of schedule
on June 20, 2019, SDAT Membership
Level System enables users to see
their membership level, browse
Projects Gallery, view My Assets
online, conduct real-time on-chain
trading, participate in the FREE
Airdrop community programs, and
exchange USDT for SUSDT for onchain trading. The market adoption
results are phenomenal: we have a
fast growing base of over 30,000
beta users from 150 countries that
joined us in 6 weeks upon DEX
launch!

2020
Q1

Cross-Chain & Fiat
Gateway Release
SDAT Cross-Chain & Fiat Gateway
Release is the combination of crosschain cryptocurrency gateway and
fiat currency OTC platform, that
enables users to conduct peer-topeer exchange for non-SD Chain
cryptocurrencies and fiat
currencies.

Real Estate
STO System Release
SDAT Real Estate STO System Release
is one of the first real estate STO
investment modules available on the
planet, allowing real estate developers
and funds to issue real estate STOs
legally to global investors, subject to
local compliance.

2020
Q2

2020
Q3

Developer
Ecosystem Release
SDAT Exchange will launch its own
independent 5000 tps blockchain
Mainnet, leveraging SDChain’s cochain technology, to make APIs and
SDKs available for traders, partner
exchanges and developers to utilize
SDAT’s core features. Traders may use
trading APIs for daily trades, while
partner exchange operators may
license SDAT DEX core engine as a
white label solution as an add-on to
their existing exchange platform.
Developers will have technical resource
guides on using SDAT DEX to build
payment gateways, wallets, IoT data
exchange solutions and many more
rewarding project ideas.
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Marketing Plan
There are 5 pillars to SDAT Exchange’s marketing strategies

01

20

We want our users to be our best platform promoters through word-ofmouth. We go out of our way to take care of each user on our platform. SDAT
Community Advocates are highly trained community admins that foster user
discussions and answer group questions across 10 of our SDAT Telegram
groups. With new users joining every day, they are answered by talented and
friendly community advocates with questions. [Please visit SDAT Telegram
channels]

02

FREE token is an airdrop holder token, running on SDAT Exchange, that has a
referral program that brings users from 150 countries all over the world to
explore SDAT Exchange’s features. The user base continues to grow, as
community members make their own videos and promotional content to
help us spread the word.

03

SDAT Exchange produces creative and simple-to-understand viral videos and
content that allow users to grow to love SDAT Exchange. We take great care
in making our content easily understandable by as many people as possible,
making what would have been complex to explain, easily digestible in simple
animation videos. [Please visit SDAT Youtube Channel]

04

SDAT Exchange creates marketing awareness at both traditional technology
media and blockchain media. From East to West, we have decades of PR
experience with magazines, online media outlets, TV stations and other social
network KOLs. We intend to bring SDAT Exchange to the wider audience,
beyond the cryptocurrency world.

05

SDAT Exchange leverages partnership relationships with other associations
and communities to get exposure. We offer partnership opportunities to
work with existing communities, as well as associations of traditional
industries: VCs, tech industries and financial associations.
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Financial Plan
SDAT has a disciplined yet flexible financial plan as a part of the overall strategy. In its
operations, SDAT will focus on the bottom-line from the very beginning to achieve
profitable and sustainable growth. We understand fully that ICO fundraising has many
uncertainties and risks for sponsors and for our project team. To reduce risks for sponsors,
SDAT has set up quarterly roadmap deliveries based on our Product Roadmap, so that the
community can double-check our promises, prior to winning the community’s trust to
receive more resources.
On the other hand, given the risks of cryptocurrency market fluctuations affecting the
success of each of 4 ICO rounds, SDAT’s project budgeting method is flexibly designed to
execute the project based on resources raised. This ensures that we are disciplined with our
spending, calibrated every quarter.

Use of Proceeds
20%

Engineering (20%)

30%

PR & Marketing (20%)

Operations (10%)

Commercial (10%)

20%
10%

Capital Reserve (30%)

10%

•
•
•
•
•
•

Community Advocacy (10%)

10%

Engineering: the core of SDAT engineering, development and maintenance.
PR & Marketing: advertisement and promotional expenses.
Operations: administrative, legal, accounting, government and banking expenditures.
Commercial: Sales and business development activities with partners and clients.
Community Advocacy: SDAT membership and community customer service.
Capital Reserve: Funding reserve to ensure continuation of the project as well as strategic
investments into projects outside of the 5 routine categories above.

Operational Break-Even-Point
With service income from various product release modules, we expect that SDAT will reach
operational BEP on a quarterly basis in Q3 2020. SDAT will then start listing on SDAT
Exchange and multiple partner exchanges in Q4 2020.
SDAT WHITEPEPER
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Our Team
The SDAT team comprises of highly experienced and qualified professionals. The
management has a great depth and breadth of exposure and hands-on experience across
various domains such as blockchain, cryptocurrency, technology, marketing, finance and
investments.

David Liao
SDAT Alliance Secretary General
Mr. Liao has 20 years of experience in fund management, investment,
real estate, and marketing. He currently volunteers as the Secretary
General of Financial Executives Institute.

David Pan
SDAT Alliance Chief Economist
Mr. Pan has over 20 years of industry experience serving companies in
IoT, semiconductor, software, electronics manufacturing and telecom
sectors. Mr. Pan currently serves as SDChain Alliance CEO, Taiwan IoT
Association Blockchain Alliance Director, Chinese Blockchain
Association Executive Director, and Berkeley Taiwan Club Director.
Prior to SDChain, David served as the Director of IoT Asia Marketing at
Arm– Softbank. David graduated from Harvard with a Masters in
Finance, Golden Gate with Masters in Enterprise Systems, and UC
Berkeley with BA in Architecture.

Enzo Lin
SDAT Alliance Head of Community
Mr. Lin manages SDAT’s community growth with over 10 years of
previous experience as a private banker to help families with wealth
management.

Charles Pringle
Head of PR& Marketing
Mr. Pringle comes to SDAT Alliance with 30 years of media PR
expertise, as well as 2 years of blockchain media experience. Fluent in
English, Japanese, German, Mr. Pringle manages SDAT Exchange’s
global media relationships.
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Brian Chen
Commercial Manager
Mr. Chen comes to SDAT Alliance to consult project teams on
prelisting and post-listing strategies. Mr. Chen was previously the CEO
of Super Coin Exchange.

Rasel Mahmud
Frontend Web Contributor
Mr. Mahmud serves as the frontend web contributor for SDAT
Exchange.

Jen Belen

Community Advocate
Ms. Belen assists community members with questions related to SDAT
operations.

SDAT WHITEPEPER
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Offering
The SDAT ICO public sale will start in Q3 2019 which will launch a new round each quarter
for a total of 4 quarterly rounds, with associated discounts. Sponsors may review previous
quarter’s development work, prior to sponsoring more SDAT with their funds.

ICO Stage

Time

Allocation
(%)

SDAT
(Number)

ICO
Price
Hardcap $
Discount (USDT)

Round-1

2019Q3

3%

60,000,000

75%

0.05

3,000,000

750,000

Round-2

2019Q4

6%

120,000,000

60%

0.08

9,600,000

2,400,000

Round-3

2020Q1

9%

180,000,000

40%

0.12

21,600,000

5,400,000

Round-4

2020Q2

12%

240,000,000

20%

0.16

38,400,000 9,600,000

Listing

2020Q4

1%

20,000,000

0%

0.20

4,000,000

Softcap $

-

We would provide a generous crowdsale discount to the common investors and users. It
would encourage the investors to buy the maximum amount of the SDAT tokens they can
afford. The crowdsale discount during the ICO Public sale would be as shown below:

ICO Discount
75%
60%

80%

40%

60%

20%

40%
20%

I…

0%
ICO: Round-1

ICO: Round-2

ICO: Round-3

ICO: Round-4

Each token holder would be expected to receive a share in the various benefits related to
SDAT ecosystem in the future. The individual share depends on the number of SDAT tokens
held by the individual investors. In addition to the likely appreciation in the value of the
SDAT token, the token holder may also expect to receive privileges from platform utility.
Legal Disclaimer: SDAT token is not an STO, and it will not offer any rights to profits,
dividends or other rights guaranteeing revenue of SDAT Exchange. This document is not
meant to be for token sale solicitation and is intended for target audience only.
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